
FFind our cind our classelasses and activities and activities fs for 
children.

Welcome to the

Cloud Twelve Family Space



Our big one and 
little one classes are 
immersive classes for 
children aged from 6 
weeks to 4 years of age.

Big One & Little 
One Classes

ELG 1 Listening and AttentionELG 1 Listening and Attention
ELG 2 UnderstandingELG 2 Understanding
ELG 3 SpeakingELG 3 Speaking
ELG 4 Moving and HandlingELG 4 Moving and Handling
ELG 6 Self Confidence and Self AwarenessELG 6 Self Confidence and Self Awareness
ELG 7 Managing Feelings and BehaviourELG 7 Managing Feelings and Behaviour
ELG 8 Making RelationshipsELG 8 Making Relationships
ELG 12. Shape, Space and MeasuresELG 12. Shape, Space and Measures
ELG 13. People and CommunitiesELG 13. People and Communities
ELG 14. The WorldELG 14. The World
ELG 16 Exploring and Using Media and MaterialsELG 16 Exploring and Using Media and Materials
ELG 17 Being ImaginativeELG 17 Being Imaginative



Qigong

Tranquil Tots Boogie Bears

Using Qigong exercises to help children Using Qigong exercises to help children 
to quickly improve their balance, flexibility, to quickly improve their balance, flexibility, 
coordination, strength, agility, stamina coordination, strength, agility, stamina 
and muscle tone. The meditative aspects and muscle tone. The meditative aspects 
of Qigong can help children to reduce of Qigong can help children to reduce 
anxiety and worry, calm their minds, anxiety and worry, calm their minds, 
improve focus and concentration, release improve focus and concentration, release 
tension and improve mental clarity.tension and improve mental clarity.

Increasing self-awareness, and Increasing self-awareness, and 
confidence through fun yoga stretches confidence through fun yoga stretches 
and strengthening of the body through and strengthening of the body through 
movements of the body and balancing movements of the body and balancing 
of the body. Yoga for children increases of the body. Yoga for children increases 
concentration and decreases anxiety.concentration and decreases anxiety.

Motivating our senses through Motivating our senses through 
movement and freedom of movement and freedom of 
expression as we explore different expression as we explore different 
dance styles and genres of music.dance styles and genres of music.



Little  
Artists

Shake It  
Up Baby

In our art classes, the children will explore In our art classes, the children will explore 
colour and texture, painting with brushes colour and texture, painting with brushes 
and rollers, creating with playdough and and rollers, creating with playdough and 
papier-mache. Using their hands and papier-mache. Using their hands and 
tools to unleash your child’s creativity and tools to unleash your child’s creativity and 
improve their dexterity.improve their dexterity.

Making music is great fun in the early Making music is great fun in the early 
years, but it also positively impacts years, but it also positively impacts 
brain development. We use real brain development. We use real 
instruments to help develop self-instruments to help develop self-
expression and language skills.expression and language skills.



Little  
Explorers
Exploring the world around us through Exploring the world around us through 
the eyes of ‘Christopher Columbus’ and the eyes of ‘Christopher Columbus’ and 
‘Winston Churchill’. Children will understand ‘Winston Churchill’. Children will understand 
the artefacts of texture, colour and the artefacts of texture, colour and 
symbolism from around the globe.symbolism from around the globe. Forest 

Fairytales
We’ll be traversing through the Magical Forest, We’ll be traversing through the Magical Forest, 
sharing stories and fables as we adventure sharing stories and fables as we adventure 
between the trees and bumble bees. The between the trees and bumble bees. The 
stories are brought to life, re-enacting stories are brought to life, re-enacting 
characters to help language and subject characters to help language and subject 
understanding development.understanding development.



Slime Time

Little Einsteins

Playing with slime allows the children to Playing with slime allows the children to 
be creative and learn through exploring be creative and learn through exploring 
different materials such as coloured different materials such as coloured 
paints, glitter and sequins. Our slime paints, glitter and sequins. Our slime 
workshops and parties give the children workshops and parties give the children 
the opportunity to successfully make safe the opportunity to successfully make safe 
slime to take home.slime to take home.

Through exploration of plants, flowers and Through exploration of plants, flowers and 
animals, and the environment, this class animals, and the environment, this class 
encourages children to experiment with nature encourages children to experiment with nature 
and develop an understanding of lifecycles and develop an understanding of lifecycles 
and the properties we need to survive.and the properties we need to survive.



We encourage a variety of 
creative, fun and imaginative 
classes for children between the 
ages of 3 and 7 years. each class 
is a planned and demonstrative 
class with learning objectives 
and outcomes to signify a 
mindful experience for children.

Immersive Classes  
for 3 – 7 years

1. 1. Listening and AttentionListening and Attention
2. 2. UnderstandingUnderstanding
3. 3. SpeakingSpeaking
4. 4. Moving and HandlingMoving and Handling
5. 5. Self Confidence and Self AwarenessSelf Confidence and Self Awareness
6. 6. Managing Feelings and BehaviourManaging Feelings and Behaviour
7. 7. Making RelationshipsMaking Relationships
8. 8. Shape, Space and MeasuresShape, Space and Measures
9. 9. People and CommunitiesPeople and Communities
10. 10. The WorldThe World
11. 11. Exploring and Using Media and MaterialsExploring and Using Media and Materials
12. 12. Being ImaginativeBeing Imaginative



Cloud Twelve’s 
Got Talent

Little Chefs

This class allows children to explore This class allows children to explore 
their creative ideas through dance, their creative ideas through dance, 
singing, role play and any other talents singing, role play and any other talents 
they enjoy expressing.they enjoy expressing.

Cloud Twelve kids get the opportunity to be Cloud Twelve kids get the opportunity to be 
creative with food (and keep your kitchen creative with food (and keep your kitchen 
clean!) with hands on prep and cooking classes, clean!) with hands on prep and cooking classes, 
exploring spices, herbs and plants, familiarising exploring spices, herbs and plants, familiarising 
them with wholefoods early on.them with wholefoods early on.



Creative 
Creatures
Through the Montessorian approach Through the Montessorian approach 
to ‘Zoology’, we explore the scientific to ‘Zoology’, we explore the scientific 
approach to evolution, physiology and the approach to evolution, physiology and the 
classification of animal groups including classification of animal groups including 
habitats and lifecycles.habitats and lifecycles.

The Botonist
Through the Montessorian approach to Through the Montessorian approach to 
‘Botany’ we explore evolution, physiology ‘Botany’ we explore evolution, physiology 
and the lifecycles of plants and flowers. and the lifecycles of plants and flowers. 
Experimenting with activities like exploding Experimenting with activities like exploding 
volcanos, natural lava lamps, how to make volcanos, natural lava lamps, how to make 
orange fizz and growing our own cress.orange fizz and growing our own cress.



Wild Travellers
Exploring different cultural traditions and Exploring different cultural traditions and 
expressive languages, this class visits the expressive languages, this class visits the 
key vocabulary of a multitude of countries key vocabulary of a multitude of countries 
and continents.and continents.

Once Upon  
A Time
Supporting emotional resilience and Supporting emotional resilience and 
recognition of feelings through an recognition of feelings through an 
interactive storytelling circle time.interactive storytelling circle time.



Qigong
Using Qigong exercises to help children to quickly Using Qigong exercises to help children to quickly 
improve their balance, flexibility, coordination, strength, improve their balance, flexibility, coordination, strength, 
agility, stamina and muscle tone. The meditative aspects agility, stamina and muscle tone. The meditative aspects 
of Qigong can help children to reduce anxiety and worry, of Qigong can help children to reduce anxiety and worry, 
calm their minds, improve focus and concentration, calm their minds, improve focus and concentration, 
release tension and improve mental clarity.release tension and improve mental clarity.

Slime Time
Playing with slime allows the children to be creative Playing with slime allows the children to be creative 
and learn through exploring different materials such as and learn through exploring different materials such as 
coloured paints, glitter and sequins. Our slime workshops coloured paints, glitter and sequins. Our slime workshops 
and parties give the children the opportunity to and parties give the children the opportunity to 
successfully make safe slime to take home.successfully make safe slime to take home.



Creation  
Station

Mini Yogis

In our art classes, the children will In our art classes, the children will 
explore colour and texture, painting explore colour and texture, painting 
with brushes and rollers, creating with brushes and rollers, creating 
with playdough and papier-mache. with playdough and papier-mache. 
Using their hands and tools to Using their hands and tools to 
unleash your child’s creativity and unleash your child’s creativity and 
improve their dexterity.improve their dexterity.

Increasing self-awareness, and Increasing self-awareness, and 
confidence through fun yoga stretches confidence through fun yoga stretches 
and strengthening of the body through and strengthening of the body through 
movements of the body and balancing movements of the body and balancing 
of the body. Yoga for children increases of the body. Yoga for children increases 
concentration and decreases anxiety.concentration and decreases anxiety.
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